Larger builds may benefit from having several independent circuits so the lighting can be customised for each room or area. Let’s take a look at some internal lighting ideas for your builds.

1. **FLOOR LIGHTING**
   - Floor lighting is a stylish alternative to wall or ceiling lights and works well in bathrooms and kitchens. It’s powered by redstone hidden underneath the floor blocks.

2. **SECURITY LIGHTING**
   - In external areas your lighting can be connected to a tripwire or to pressure plates. The system will be activated when mobs or enemy players trespass on your land, providing effective security lighting.

3. **AUTOMATIC LIGHTING**
   - For ultimate convenience, try an automatic lighting system. It’s controlled by daylight sensors placed on the roof so there’s no need for levers or buttons – it’ll come on as soon as the sun sets.

**TIP**
For permanent under-floor lighting, replace the redstone circuit with a simple redstone torch just under each lamp.